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By F W Watt

Friesenpress, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Professor Felix Hart and his wife Jessica
are an expatriate English couple carrying baggage from their
different pasts into their Toronto mid-life crises. For her, the
early death of an idealized first husband has left a deep need for
security, something Felix is unable to supply. For him, a two year
medical trauma after a near fatal car accident seems to keep
him struggling to take seriously anything in his personal or
university life. Felix, though amused and flattered by a visit to his
wife s psychiatrist at her insistence, is himself drawn to misfits.
Lisa (a hospital nurse), who eased his hospital pains, but later
almost drags him into her own mired marital affairs. Alison (an
English Department colleague he tries to help), enduring a
brutal husband s sadism. A second Alison (a young student
needing his comfort), having a dangerous affair with a married
fellow professor. Louis Fein (a popular visiting scholar), whose
mock theory is that every human relationship is a flirtation.
Eleanor (working at CBC Television), a 29 year old virgin who
perhaps handles...
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Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the
author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  R unte PhD-- Alvina  R unte PhD

I just started o  reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth
looking at. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask
me).
-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey-- Pr of . Jer em ie K oz ey
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